SUPER S® CHAIN & CABLE LUBRICANT
Super S Chain & Cable is an anti-sling, hi-tack
lubricant designed to keep chain and wire cable
in excellent condition. This premium product
penetrates chain links and wire.
Chain/
Cable Lubricant

6/10 oz

SUS S410

For more information about pricing and

SUPER S® GLASS CLEANER

your Super S Sales Representative.

Super S Glass Cleaner is fast acting that effectively
removes fingerprints, dirt, grime, and more, while
leaving no streaks or filmy residue behind.
Glass Cleaner

6/10 oz

SUS S407

Visit Our Facebook!

@SuperSGLOBAL

SUPER S® SUPER JUICE
PENETRATING LUBRICANT
Super S Super Juice Penetrating Lubricant is a
deep penetrating oil that works fast on any frozen,
rusted or corroded parts. Super S Super Juice
creeps in to the tiniest of crevices to loosen
metal joints in minutes.
Penetrating
Lubricant

6/10 oz

SUS S418

Visit Our Website!

AEROSOLS

additional product items, please contact

SUPER S® SUPER SHINE
TIRE DRESSING
Super S Super Shine has a powerful, non-acid
formula that removes brown residue and brightens
white sidewall lettering. The product is used to
dissolve grease, road grime, and brake dust,
while lifting away the most stubborn soils.
Super Shine
Tire Dressing

6/10 oz

SUS S333

SMITTYSINC.NET

SUPER S® NON-FLAMMABLE BRAKE
PARTS CLEANER
A powerful solvent blend that easily removes
brake fluid, grease, oil and dirt from brake parts.
NF B/P Cleaner

6/16 oz

SUS S107

SUPER S® NON-CHLORINATED BRAKE
PARTS CLEANER
A concentrated solvent that easily removes brake
fluid, grease, oily dirt and contaminants from
lining, pads and drums, cylinders and springs
without disassembling the unit.
NC B/P Cleaner

6/15 oz

SUPER S® PENETRATING OIL

SUPER S® FLAT TIRE FIX - HOSE

A multi-purpose product formulated to lubricate,
penetrate, displace moisture and prevent
corrosion. Loosens and frees rusty parts.

Non-flammable, high pressure formulas helps
to seal and inflate tires on passenger cars and
light trucks.

Penetrating
Oil

Flat Tire
Fix-Hose

6/10 oz

SUS S104

6/13 oz

SUS S324

SUPER S® STARTING FLUID

SUPER S® FLAT TIRE FIX - CONE

Helps start stubborn engines fast in cold weather
and minimizes wear on batteries. For gasoline or
diesel engines.

Non-flammable, high pressure formulas helps
to seal and inflate tires on passenger cars and
light trucks.

Starting Fluid

Flat Tire
Fix-Cone

6/10.7 oz

SUS S328

6/12 oz

SUS S325

SUS S102

SUPER S® CHOKE/CARBURETOR CLEANER

SUPER S® ENGINE DEGREASER

SUPER S® DE-ICER

A powerful combination of concentrated
solvents formulated to remove dirt, gum
and varnish deposits that tend to build up.
Cleans carburetor, choke and PCV valve.

A water-based formula which combines
the cleaning and degreasing of solvents,
detergents and water into one powerful
product that is low in VOCs.

Removes frost and ice on contact. Ideal for
windshield, windows, locks and mirrors.
Harmless to car finishes.

Choke/
Carb Cleaner

6/10 oz

SUS S101

Engine
Degreaser

6/16 oz

SUS S106

De-Icer

6/12 oz

SUS S332

